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Keith “Catfish” Sutton
caught this nice stringer
of channels on an annual
President’s Day fishing trip.
The farm pond channels
were the perfect size for the
dinner table.
(Photo courtesy of Keith Sutton)
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by Ron Presley

Sharpies are part of an active outdoor culture

D
evin Whidden is a fifth-generation
local of Glades County, FL. He is a prime

Aurora Whidden helped secure the boat
example of what growing up with outdoors to the buoy chain and then was first to
traditions is all about.
put a sharpie in the boat.
“My family moved and settled here in
the early 1900s,” offered Whidden. “I think
they were the second family to settle in this area. Being local and growing up here
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as I have is really rewarding for me. Living
the history that we have here with Lake
Okeechobee and the Caloosahatchee
River gives us something special to pass
down to our kids and their kids. It is just
really special.”
“Nowadays not many people are
fortunate enough to have kids that love
to hunt and fish and be in the outdoors,”
continued Whidden. “It is kind of a dying
thing. My wife and our kids love it because
they grew up with it, they have a passion
for the outdoors. I kinda’ wish everybody
had the same passion. I think we would
have a lot less problems in the world if we
could keep our kids busy in the outdoors.
It is so much more fun, and it is better for
the kids.”
It was no accident that Whidden’s
youth was filled with outdoors experiences.
His dad, Bret Whidden, is a long-time city
commissioner and current mayor of Moore
Haven, FL where the Caloosahatchee River
begins its flow towards the Gulf of Mexico.

Although sharpies are the target species,
anglers won’t be able to keep the bigger
channels from biting too.
Bret enjoys the outdoors passionately and
has worked endlessly over the years to
promote the area for its hunting and fishing
opportunities while passing on the love for
hunting and fishing to his kids.
Looking for Sharpies
Part of the Glades County fishing
tradition is the channel cat. Unlike many
other parts of the U.S., when local residents
are fishing for the dinner table they are
targeting a very small channel cat.
Fishing in the shadows of Lake
Okeechobee, known widely for its big
bass and numerous crappie, Devin loves
to motor up to the lock above the Hwy 27
Bridge in search of what the locals call
sharpies.
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“A sharpie is a juvenile channel cat
about 8 inches or less in length,” instructed
Devin. “Once cleaned and cooked it’s a
fried morsel about 4 to 5 inches long. A
true sharpie is a tiny channel cat.”
Officially he is fishing in Lake
Okeechobee even though it is below the
spillway. The state designates the water
below the lock and dam as part of the lake
until it reaches the bridge. This is more
important to bass anglers, because bass
regulations are different in the lake than in
the Caloosahatchee River (once anglers
pass under the Hwy 27 bridge they must
meet river regulations).
Devin’s typical sharpie day begins at
Moore Haven Marina where he maintains
a slip for his boat. There is a boat ramp at

Just in the shadow of the Hwy 27 bridge
is the Moore Haven Marina, a boat ramp,
and a canal that leads directly to the
Caloosahatchee River.
the end of the canal that gives anglers easy
access to the river. Once Devin leaves the
marina it is a short distance to his fishing
hole. It was a weather threatening day in
May when I accompanied Devin to a spot
below the spillway.
“We will tie off to the buoy chain
below the spillway,” advised Devin. “I have
caught 100s of sharpies in here over the
last month. We will be fishing where the
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Caloosahatchee River begins. We should
catch a lot of small catfish and some
bigger cats too. The channel cats in this
area can range anywhere from a sharpie
to 15 pounds.”
Devin’s wife, Aurora, prepared a rope
to tie off to the buoy chain where we would
be fishing. Once the boat was secured she
was the first to have a bait in the water.
She obviously has the same passion for
fishing as Devin.
“The current is barely churning in
there today,” said Devin. “Anytime the
water is moving it is good for catfishing.
When the spillway is open and water is
moving fast, it is good for other species
too. An open spillway dumps millions of
little shad out of the lake. That’s when the
tarpon, snook, and bass come up here and
eat those shad too. That’s also when lots
of anglers show up. Since it’s not churning
we will probably have it all to ourselves
today.”
Devin describes his sharpie rig as
a slip sinker rig. He begins by sliding a

The daily bag is likely to include polywogs
(bullheads) too–the top fish in the photo. They
get fried up right alongside the sharpies.
½ ounce egg sinker on the mainline and
securing it with a small swivel. He adds a
12-inch hook drop leader and a #2 or 1/0
hook.
“I am a mono-man all the way,”
explained Devin. “I use 15-pound mono
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Sharpies are skinned, head removed,
gutted and fried. Devin likes his served with
cheese grits, baked beans, and greens of
some kind, whether it be spinach, collards,
or mustards.
on the reel and tie leaders from 10-pound
mono. If it snags I only lose a hook. Using
that rig allows the weight to set on the
bottom and the current will lift the bait a
few inches off the bottom giving the catfish
an easy target.”
Devin’s preferred sharpie bait is red
worms, but he will occasionally use cut bait.
Anglers should be aware that gamefish
are not legal cut bait in Florida. Shiners,
mudfish, shad, or chicken liver are the
options that Devin uses if he doesn’t have
red worms.
Aurora put the first sharpie in the
boat. Her method was deliberate, effective,
and tuned to perfection as she repeated it

many times during the morning fishing trip.
“As the bait sits on the bottom it drifts
up,” instructed Aurora. “The catfish will
bump it. It is similar to a bass bumping an
artificial worm. It’ll be a few quick bumps.
That is when I take up any slack so I can
feel the bite. I want to make sure he’s still
bumping the bait. I can feel it in the line
and I give it a good, solid hook set.”
“She has to hook em’ most of the
time,” joked Devin. “I fine her if she misses
three in a row.”
The morning ended as threatening
clouds began to build and move in from the
southeast. It had been a very successful
outing with a combined bag of 37 channels
and polywogs (bullheads) in the cooler.
The largest channel of the day weighed
about 6 pounds, but unlike trips I had taken
before, size didn’t matter unless they were
too big. And the 6-pounder was too big in
Devin’s eyes.
“I don’t even like em’ if I have to fillet
em’, said Devin. “I like the little sharpies.
I can make a quick cut around the head,
grasp that skin with skinner pliers and peel
it right off. Cut off the head, gut it, and it is
ready for the frying pan.”
The Glades County area is also great
for crappie and other panfish and many
locals catch them for the dinner table too.
“We catch a lot of crappie, but they
are probably my third favorite fish to
eat,” confessed Devin. “Second is shell
crackers and first is catfish. I fillet all my
fish except catfish. When I set down to eat
fish I don’t want to fight with the bones. But
them little sharpies are different. When I
get thru eatin’ a sharpie it looks like one of
them cartoons were the cat pulls the fish
out of the garbage can and you can see
every one of them bones are intact. We

“…we would have a lot less
problems in the world if we
could keep our kids busy in the
outdoors.”
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eat the tails too. When you fry em’ whole
you can crunch that tail off first and then
leave nothin’ but the bones when you are
finished.”
The Deeper Message
Although sharpies were the target
of the day, the real message coming
from Glades County was the ability of the
locals to pass on outdoor traditions to
future generations. The county is full of
likeminded citizens who understand and
promote the simple but worthy values of
an outdoors lifestyle.
“I wish I could take everybody
fishing,” declared Devin. “We work a
lot with the Turkey Federation, youth
livestock organizations, and other groups
that benefit the kids. That is what it is all
about. You can’t beat that smile on their
face when they catch a fish. My kids, they
have caught a lot of fish, but every time
that rod goes down they just light up and

Sharpies are available in about every body
of water in Florida and beyond. These came
from the St. Johns River in Central Florida.
say, ‘there he is–there he is’.”
“When it comes to fishing, you and
I have caught more fish than we could
ever put in the bucket,” concluded Devin.
“When I go fishing it is about the kids and
giving them that passion so they can pass
it down. We need to keep the outdoor
traditions going on from generation to
generation.”
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CATFISH BASICS

Catfish Basics #045

Check Deep in August
Mark Blauvelt, B’n’M Poles

Late summer channels cats can be tough,
but on lakes it’s the time of year when all fish
are done spawning close to the banks and now
are moving back out into deeper water. They
are following the bait schools out into the main
lake.
Anglers should look for fish out close to the
creek channels and deeper mud flats. Trolling
and dragging baits is a great way to catch these
scattered fish because you can cover a lot of
water.
Late summer also means the fish have moved off the banks. They
can now be found along current seams, in large woodpiles, and ledges
close to deep water.
The key here is to recognize that the fish you caught near the bank
all spring have now moved into deeper water. Anglers need to move
with the fish to be successful. Try deeper water in the late summer.
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B’n’M How To:
Cutting Skipjack for Catfish
With Brian Barton
B’n’M Poles
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by Keith “Catfish” Sutton

No place on earth produces more 20- to 40-pound channel cats
than the Red River of the North in Manitoba, Canada.

Considering I’ve been on literally
hundreds of bodies of water on this continent

during more than 50 years of angling, you
might think it would be difficult to choose
the single most exciting catfishing trip I’ve
taken. But such is not the case. That trip
took place in August on the Red River in
Manitoba, Canada. I was fishing for channel
catfish.
When I first laid eyes on the Red River
at Lockport, I have to tell you I was a bit
disappointed. It wasn’t at all what I expected.
For years I’d been reading stories
about the huge channel cats that live below
St. Andrews Dam in the portion of the Red

“The fishing action doesn’t
end until the bait runs out or
anglers have a case of terminal
tendonitis.”
north of Winnipeg, and for some reason,
I had pictured the river running through
beautiful remote backcountry far from human
habitations. That’s not the case.
Busy highways parallel the river on
both banks, and one crosses directly over
St. Andrews Dam. The sounds of traffic are
ever-present. In few places on the 25-mile
stretch of river from Lockport downstream to

Selkirk are you ever out of sight of homes,
businesses, power lines and other reminders
of civilization. This is what my fishing buddies
would call a “citified” river.
The thing is, once you’ve started fishing
the Red, none of this matters because this
is one of the continent’s premier fishing
hotspots. Red River anglers often catch
walleyes to 15 pounds. Saugers are as
common as bluegills in a farm pond. Huge
lake sturgeon are making a comeback, and
European anglers flock here to enjoy action
for carp that often exceed 20 pounds.
This area isn’t known as the Walleye
Capital of World, however. It’s not called the
Sauger Capital or the Sturgeon Capital or
the Carp Capital either. This is the Channel
Catfish Capital of World, and it can lay claim
to that title without fear of competition.
When it comes to producing trophy channel
cats, no place in the world comes close, as
I learned on my first day of fishing.
“You’ll think this sounds crazy,” said my
fishing companion Jim Moyer as we motored
close to St. Andrews Dam. “What you want
to do is throw your bait right up against the
dam, let it roll off and then allow it to hang
up in the rocks on the bottom. You’ll think it’s
hung up for good, but if you’ll be patient, a
big channel cat will come along and unsnag
it for you.”
I did as Jim instructed, and just as he
said, the weighted chunk of goldeye caught
solidly between the underwater boulders. I
couldn’t budge it.
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Only seconds passed, however, before
I felt a strong pull on my line. My rod arced.
Then suddenly, the pole was nearly yanked
from my hands.
I set the hook with a hard upward
sweep and felt flush when I first tasted the
power of this huge catfish. In calm water, the
battle would have been exciting. In the fast
water below the dam, the excitement was
compounded. I wondered if I was about to
experience the thrill of victory or the agony
of defeat.
Victory it was this time. After five minutes
of drag-screeching runs, the whiskerfish
relented, and I brought it close enough for
Jim to net. The veteran Tennessee catfish
guide had a broad smile on his face as he
lifted the 38-inch, 30-pound-plus channel
cat for me to see.

Even the best channel cat fisheries rarely
produce 30-pounders, but Canada’s Red
River is an exception. In August, savvy anglers
can expect to catch channel cats up to the
size of this 38-pounder landed by the author
in the river between Selkirk and Lockport.
“Ever seen a channel cat that big
before?” he asked, grinning from ear to ear.
I was too mesmerized to answer. This
was not the biggest catfish I had ever caught,
but it was certainly the most impressive. The
fish was a giant of its kind, with a huge head,
long dangling whiskers, enormous pot belly
and muscle-rippled sides.
Jim talked to the cat as he cradled it in
the water. “There you go, big daddy. Swim
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Author Keith Sutton caught dozens of
huge channel cats in the Red River,
including this massive 30-pound-plus
fish. (Mike Hehner photo)
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back home to mama.”
And with a flip of its tail, the catfish was
gone.
One study by the Fisheries branch
of the Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources found the average size of
channel cats caught in this portion of the
Red is over 19 pounds, and 92 percent of
the cats exceed 30 inches long. Hookups
with 17- to 25-pounders are common; fish
under 10 pounds are rare. The fishing action
doesn’t end until the bait runs out or anglers
have a case of terminal tendonitis.
Catch-and-release
fishing
helps
account for this astounding productivity.
All channel catfish above 60 cm (about 24
inches) must be released, and because few
cats smaller than that are ever caught, this is
almost entirely a catch-and-release fishery.
Red River channel cats also live
longer than other populations that have

Catch-and-release fishing helps support
the Red River fishery where channel cats
this size often are hooked and subdued.
been studied—up to 24 years and more.
The growing season is short compared to
southern catfish waters, but the river is rich
with prey. Cats feed voraciously when the
water temperature rises above 50 degrees
in spring and before it dips below that level
in autumn. June and early July are prime
times for numbers of fish at Selkirk or the
dams hundreds of miles downstream near
Drayton and Grand Forks, North Dakota.
Some of the best fishing for 30-pound-plus
giants is in August and September, and one
of the best places to catch them is below St.
Andrews Dam at Lockport.
“Who’s gonna net the fish?” Jim Moyer
asked near the end of our second day of
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fishing. This time we both had cast baits to
a deep hole a mile below the dam, and both
of us quickly hooked a super-nice channel
cat. Jim brought his in first, netted it with one
hand, released it, then netted mine.
Minutes later, he did it again.
During three days fishing on the Red,
I caught more than 40 trophy channel cats.
The smallest weighed approximately 17
pounds; the largest was a 38-pounder.
To put this in perspective, let me tell
you that prior to that trip I had spent hundreds
of hours fishing for channel cats in some of
the nation’s top waters. And I had managed
to catch thousands of channel cats in the
process. The biggest of those thousands
weighed 15 pounds.
Every channel cat I caught in the Red
River of the North was bigger than the biggest
I had caught during decades pursuing the
species. That’s stark testimony to the Red

The tailwater below St. Andrews Dam
produces thousands of monster channel
cats each year, like this one caught by
Tennessee angler Jim Moyer.
River’s rightful claim to fame as the Channel
Catfish Capital of the World. And that, my
friends, is why my channel catfishing trip on
the Red ranks number one on my list of alltime exciting catfishing excursions. Never
before and never after have I caught more
trophy-class fish of any sort on a single trip.
And best of all, they were catfish. It just
doesn’t get any better than that.
For information on catfish guide
services, places to stay and more, visit
Travel Manitoba or Red River North Tourism.
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- Keith “Catfish” Sutton
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HOW TO?

CFN How To:
Preparing the Boat
With Natalie Brooke Wilbanks
B’n’M Poles
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Catfish Gear #007 — The Original RodSox
Taking care of their fishing rods is one
of the most important things an angler can
do. The new Original Rod Sox will help you
do just that. Rod protecting covers are made
from the highest quality material available to
guard your rods from damage and give you
more time on the water.
If you are tired of having your fishing
rods tangled up with each other or damaged
in transport Rod Sox are the solution. Once
installed they not only protect the blank, eyes
and tip, they keep everything in place so when
you take the rod out it is ready to fish.
The high-density mesh material is
breathable, allowing the Rod Sox to go on
wet or dry equipment. The breathable mesh
allows air to pass easily through allowing any
moisture to dry out of the rod and line.
The closed end of the Rod Sox is
hardened to protect the last guide/tip of the
rod from the wear and tear possible during
storage or transport. It also has a durable tag
with a hole to hang rods safely when not in
use.
“We have found Rod Sox to be a valuable

part of our whole operation,” offered B’n’M
prostaff angler, Matt Catmatt Jones. “Where
Michelle and I used to finish up a day’s fishing
and just toss the rods in the boat now we use
Rod Sox to protect them. The next time we’re
ready to fish I pull them out ready to go. No
tangled mess and no damaged eyes or tips.”
“I also like the fact that the Rod Sox will
cover my terminal tackle,” continued Jones.
“If I am dragging my rig consists of a swivel,
a sinker slide, a weight, a Demon Dragon,
and a hook. The Rod Sox will slip over all that
hardware. So, when we are traveling the rig
is bound up safely under the Rod Sox sleeve.
When I am ready to fish I slip off the sleeve,
bait up, and start fishing.”
Check out the Original RodSox at www.rodsox.
com where you can view some useful videos
on their many benefits.
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by Wesley Mann

Knowing where to look and how to catch trophy catfish.

I
first started seeking out the trophy
catfish in the productive waters of Tennessee
about four years ago. More specifically I
was probing the waters of the Cumberland
River learning how to catch the trophies
that swim there. To shorten the learning
curve, I sought out advice from some of the
oldest and wisest catfishermen around. I am
talking about men that have thirty plus years
of experience in trophy catfishing. And some
that professionally guided on the rivers in the
region for the monsters I wanted to catch.

The right spread from an anchored position
will help catch nice flatties like this. Bounding
back requires anglers to place baits at various
depths and distances around the boat.
All the experienced anglers agreed
that the big fish are on the ledges and there
is one basic technique that a successful
trophy catfish angler must know to catch
them. Anglers must know how to bound
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back.

First and foremost is the need to
understand that most of the fish in a river
system are going to travel what is called
the ledge. Catfish will both travel and sit on
a ledge waiting to ambush prey. They will
move up and down the water column along
the changing elevation of the river channel.
Also, along this ledge where the drop
off of the river is, you will find most of your
structure. It will include changing elevation
and little knolls that shoot out from the ledge
providing a hiding spot for the predator
catfish to attack its prey. Baitfish succumb to
the flowing current and it pushes them down
the ledge or the eddies created underneath
the surface to the waiting fish.
Most of the fallen timber will also be
right on the ledge as the currents will wash
it against the base of the ledge over time.
Also, trees fall straight off the bank and sink
to the bottom of the ledge creating another
ambush spot.
Understanding that the fish will be
somewhere near the ledge of the river
identifies where anglers need to present

Bounding back is Wesley Mann’s go-to
technique when tournament fishing if there
is current. The method has produced nice
tournament blues like this.
their bait. The presentation to use is the
technique I call bounding down. Bounding
down is a simple technique that has been
proven to work more often than not, and
is basic to catfishing a river with flowing
current.
How does it work?
Anglers use their electronics to find a
series of trees, changing elevation marks, or
knolls along the ledge of the river. Maybe you
even mark a few fish. Finding the structure,
say a tree, makes me think that there is a
massive flathead hiding in the middle of
those branches.
Suppose you find a segment of the
river that is full of structure and it reaches
downriver about 400 yards or so. Suppose
also that you mark fish everywhere. The
next step is to throw your anchor above the
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last marked structure and set out your rods.
Spread your casts out as wide and as far as
you deem necessary. Place one bait shallow
on top of the ledge, cast multiple rods right
along the down slope of the ledge, and
cast one, just for fun, out in the middle of
the river. Now you have baits at short, long
and medium distances and baits in different
depths.

“…fish in a river system are
going to travel what is called
the ledge.”

is productive enough to keep fishing and
searching for that monster in the structure.
I will continue to bound back until the
fish either stop biting or I run out of structure
or specific ledge features that I think will be
productive.
Finally, I give almost every anchor
spot at least one bound down. If I do not get
a single nibble for the first set I might just go
ahead and move on.
Sometimes the bite is slow and you get
them after sitting for more than 45 minutes,
and patience works at times. Other times,
when they are extremely active, 30 minutes
might be all that I will give them.
Bounding back on river ledges is a basic
principle in river fishing and more often than
not my go to method when tournament fishing,
as long as there is a bit of current to carry that
scent down river, attracting fish as it goes.
Don’t forget to spread your lines
out along the ledge. Set lines on the top,
middle, and bottom of the ledge. Cast long
and short. This spread guarantees that you
are covering 90 percent of their predominant
travel lanes along that bank.

Say you get one or two good bites
and a fish off the first anchor point. Just
remember that you marked all of those fish
and the structure over a range of 400 yards.
I would normally sit there between 30-45
minutes per stop unless it was one bite after
another.
Instead of vacating the entire bank, try
bounding down. That means you just move
the boat 50 to100 yards or so. Position the Good Luck to every one!
boat for the second anchor right at the end
of your furthest cast from the first anchor
spot.
This procedure does a couple of
things. For those big fish that you just know
are down that stretch, maybe they are not
wanting to come out and play. Bounding
back is bringing the bait back to them. Now
you might catch those fish that you missed
or just couldn’t reach on your last setup.
Second, and most importantly, you
are creating a scent trail through the water
with the current and your bait. Now you are
reaching those catfish further down the river
and they starting to search for the bait. They
are trying to figure out just where their next
dinner might be lying.
If the stretch gives you a decent fish, a
fish that you are happy with, you can bound
down again. For me a 15-pound fish or
higher and one fish per anchor point is good
enough for me to trust that this specific bank
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CATFISH BASICS

CATFISH BASICS

Catfish Basics #046

Soft Bite Solution
Danny Sapp, Fat Boy Custom Rods

Channel cats begin to develop more aggressive
eating patterns by August. Anglers can target them
both day and night and expect good success.
Finding the channel cats will depend on water
conditions, but I concentrate on channel ledges and/
or the shallows.
Because conditions change, so can the bite. A
4-ounce weight might be called for on one day and a
1 ounce the next. Some days they will just be pushing
the bait with their mouth. Anglers will find themselves
missing a lot of fish.
When I experience these soft bites, my solution
is to go to a smaller weight so the fish feels less
resistance. This simple strategy change can result in a better bite and better
hookup ratio.
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by John N. Felsher

Accept the challenge and spoon–feed some channel cats.

A

lthough channel catfish typically
act like scavengers scouring the bottom
for any morsels that might taste good, all
catfish prey upon live creatures like small
baitfish, frogs, insects, crawfish, grass
shrimp and anything else they can catch.
“All
catfish
have
predatory
instincts,” explained Brian Barton, a
catfish guide (256-412-0969, www.
brianbartonoutdoors.com) from Muscle
Shoals, AL. who normally fishes the
Tennessee River lakes. “Some of my
best sources for finding catfish are bass
fishermen who catch them by accident.”
Bass anglers occasionally catch
catfish when throwing jigs, spoons,
crankbaits, soft plastics or other lures. In
fact, Harold W. Clubb set the Louisiana
state record for channel catfish with a
30.31-pounder he caught while tossing
a spinnerbait tipped with a black and
chartreuse curly-tailed plastic trailer.
Crappie anglers also sometimes
catch cats on tiny tube or hair jigs, but
few people intentionally fish artificials
for cats. Most people fish for channel
cats by tossing out natural baits and
waiting for a catfish that can’t resist the
temptation. Nevertheless, some people
prefer to do more than just sit and wait for
a bite. Some anglers seeking a tougher
challenge specifically target catfish with
their old familiar bass lures, but adapt
their techniques to enticing catfish.
In the Cover
Like largemouth bass, channel cats
often hunt in or around lily pad patches,
dense weeds, rock piles, jetties, stumpy
flats, fallen trees and other shallow cover.
Most traditional bait-and-hook catfish rigs

If you don’t think catfish will hit artificials
here’s some proof. Mary Sue Dannenmueller
caught this whiskered critter while crappie
fishing with B’n’M crappie poles and a pink
Bobby Garland Baby Shad.
would stay snagged in such entangling
habitat. Even most bass lures wouldn’t
go far through gnarly fallen trees or
thick weed beds. However, a weedless
spoon can wobble through seemingly
impenetrable cover without snagging.
“Spoon fishing is deadly on channel
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SPOONING FORKED TAILS

cats,” Barton proclaimed. “With a spoon,
I can cover a lot more water than with just
bait. A hook and bait rig is not as effective
when moving fast as when sitting still and
hangs up more than a spoon and bait. A
spoon hangs up occasionally, but with
that rig, I can put it through just about
anything. I like to fish a spoon around
cabbage weeds, stumps, blowdowns,
logs and other structure along the bank.”
Toss a weedless spoon as close to
the shoreline or cover edge as possible
and bring it out slowly into deeper water.
Pull the lure over the drop-off edge and
let it sink to the bottom. Then, reel it just
fast enough to wobble above the bottom.
Occasionally pause to let it fall. Catfish
frequently hit baits on the fall.
“I throw it up into the structure and
drag it back through the cover slowly to

“…throw it up into the structure
and drag it back through the
cover…”

Brian Barton, a catfish guide, shows how to
prepare a spoon and strip rig for tempting
catfish on Pickwick Lake near Florence, AL.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
get a reaction strike,” Barton commented.
“I keep the rod tip up at about a 45-degree
angle and keep the bait moving slowly.
I never really let the bait stop or settle
down for too long.”
A Double Whammy
A metal spoon creates flash that
mimics baitfish and creates tempting
vibrations in the water that trigger
predatory instincts in catfish, but it doesn’t
give off tantalizing scents. Since catfish
find food primarily with their highly tuned
senses of smell, taste and feel, sweeten
each spoon with a juicy natural morsel.
The lure produces wobbling action and
flash while the natural oils and scent
coming off the bait make an irresistible
combination for any hungry catfish.
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SPOONING FORKED TAILS
Sharon Jeffreys shows off a channel catfish
she caught while fishing below the Wilson
Dam near Muscle Shoals, AL.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
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SPOONING FORKED TAILS

A skipjack fillet cut into strips about a
half-inch wide and two to three inches long
makes an excellent temptation. Attach
a strip to the hook so the bait undulates
through the water like a swimming fish
when the angler retrieves the spoon.
Besides skipjack, anglers can use mullet,
shad or other baitfish strips. Some anglers
tip spoons with shrimp, crawfish tails or
other enticements. Anything that gives off
a bit of odor and taste might work.
“With the combination of the spoon
and bait, it’s a one-two punch,” Barton
explained. “The fish sees the flash of
the spoon and feels the vibration. It also
smells the meat. I hook a skipjack strip
on a spoon with just the tip of the hook
sticking through the meat. I leave the
skin on the skipjack and rig it so that the
skin faces the outside so it looks more
like a fish swimming. In general, the more

Brian Barton, a Tennessee River catfish
guide, caught this channel below the Wilson
Dam near Muscle Shoals, AL.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
it smells, the better channel cats bite it.
I’ve fished with just spoons and have
caught catfish, but I catch more with the
bait trailer. At times, I catch more catfish
with the spoon and bait trailer than just a
hook, sinker and cut bait.”
Different situations, different spoons
Barton uses two different kinds of
spoons for different situations. For fishing
in the shallows around heavy cover, he
likes a BoJoLe flutter spoon with a number
2 or 3 hook.
“When I’m fishing shallow cover, like
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SPOONING FORKED TAILS
flooded timber or blowdowns along the
bank, I’ll use the BoJoLe Flutter Spoon,”
Barton recommended. “I pitch it up into
the cover and fish it really slowly. I raise
it up off the bottom and let it fall, almost
like fishing a Texas-rigged worm for bass.
In stained or muddy water, I use a gold
spoon.”
During late summer or winter,
channel catfish seeking more comfortable
temperatures may drop into deep holes.
Deep water generally stays relatively
constant all year long. Many anglers scan
holes with electronics and might drop
spoons to specific fish. Drop a spoon to
the bottom and bounce it up and down a
little. If nothing hits at the bottom, pull it
up a few feet. Keep trying different depths
to locate where fish want to stay.
“In deeper water, I throw a 1/4- to
3/8-ounce Daredevil Spoon and let it sink
to the bottom,” Barton advised. “I rip it up
off the bottom faster. I pull it up about two
feet off the bottom and let it drop on a
tight line. Most of the time, the fish hit it
on the drop. With the Daredevil Spoon, I
remove the treble hook and replace it with
a Number 2 circle hook. If fish are more
lethargic, I move it much more slowly. In
that case, I’ll just crawl it along the bottom,
sometimes just twitching the rod tip a bit.”

wobbling spoon.
“Fishing a spoon is usually more of
a numbers technique, but it can produce
some big fish,” Barton said. “I’ve caught
as many as eight to 10 channel cats from
under one tree.”
While lures will never replace
traditional catfish baits, they can produce
incredible action at times. Besides channel
cats, anglers might even land some big
blues or flatheads, bass or stripers.

Beat the Heat
Also, in the summer look for channel
cats hovering near the bottom of dams,
bulkheads, bluff walls and similar deep,
vertical cover. In rivers, cats prefer to
hide in cool, well-oxygenated waters in
eddies and pools behind current breaks
such as fallen trees or rock piles. At the
currents edge, but not directly in it, they
face upstream waiting for food to flow to
them.
In addition, after a blistering summer
day, catfish might turn more aggressive
on a cool night. At night, fish in the same
places as during the day, but try as
shallow as possible. Even on the darkest
nights, channel cats can home in on the
combination of vibration and smell from a
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- John N. Felsher

IF YOU’RE NOT USING DRIFTMASTER...
GOOD LUCK!

MADE IN USA
.COM

ROD HOLDERS &
TROLLING SYSTEMS
BLACK RIVER TOOLS, INC.

803-473-4927
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Why We Catfish

A Guest Editorial by Joseph Dennis

Keeping the passion alive

Sharing catfishing with young
anglers is the best way to keep
the sport alive.

Editor’s Note: Forty-eight-year-old Capt. Joe Dennis lives in Bonneau, SC. His love for
catfishing developed as a child. Living near the Santee Cooper lake system with a family of
fishermen provided a lifestyle that he continues to pass on to other outdoor enthusiasts through
his guide service and his show, Father and Sons Outdoors TV. The show airs on the Pursuit
Channel at 6:30 on Wednesday nights.
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WHY WE CATFISH

I

grew up on Santee Cooper with
a father and grandfather who loved the
outdoors. It didn’t take long for my passion
for fishing to grow strong. Big catfish were
always something we loved to fish for and
living right by Lake Moultrie we had a target
rich environment.
Living close to the lakes provided a
never-ending opportunity of latching on to a
monster when I fished for catfish. You never
knew when a big blue or flathead would hit.
I’ve seen many monster cats come from
these waters including a 109-pound world
record and a 108 pounder that came so close
to breaking it. Over the years I have seen
countless other cats at 40 pounds or better.
These days a 50-pound cat is no big deal but
when I was younger, if you caught a cat that

The smiles say it all when a nice cat like this
comes into the boat.
big it was a big deal. Back in the 70’s my dad
and granddad caught a 50-pound blue and it
was considered a monster then.
My favorite way to catfish on Santee
Cooper is to drag rigs. When that big fish
lays that rod straight out level with the water,
man that’s an exciting sight. It’s always in my
head that the next pull down might be a huge
one and there’s always a chance of catching
that fish of a lifetime here in Santee Cooper
Country. That possibility keeps me going
back.
The bond I have fishing with my dad and
my late granddaddy was always something
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WHY WE CATFISH
Capt. Joe Dennis grew up in a fishing family.
Now he passes it on to others through his
outdoor pursuits.
special to me. When I started the process
of putting a show together with our military
kids it took me back to the memories I shared
growing up with them.
My best day fishing was not the day I
caught the most fish ever. The memorable
day came when me and my grandfather were
fishing in the Cooper River. We had only
caught one small cat and was fixing to leave
when his reel started screaming off drag.
We fought this fish for over 30 minutes. My
granddaddy was close to 70 years old and
he fought that fish just like a pro would. We
finally got him in after the long battle. The
fish was over 80 pounds. My granddaddy, a
retired DNR officer for SC for 30 years, had
caught hundreds and hundreds of cats but
this was his biggest ever.
The name, Father and Sons Outdoors
just fell right into place. The name represents
the bond that a father and son share in the
great outdoors. My cohost, Captain Chris
Orvin, and I want to share these adventures
with young anglers in a way that will keep
that fire and desire to be in the outdoors alive
until their deployed parents return and share
outdoor experiences themselves.
Filming for the TV show and guiding
here on Santee Cooper Country includes a
lot of visitors who want to catch their personal
best fish. Sometimes they catch it and
sometimes they don’t. But when it happens
it’s just as big of an adrenaline rush to me
as it is to them. Watching the excitement in
their faces is what I do this for. And, when a
young angler catches a big fish–it’s twice as
exciting.
The most important thing about
catfishing to me is sharing this great sport
with young anglers. Watching them catch a
big fish is a thrill we all love.

Why We Catfish Guest Editorial
This column is provided for reader submitted
editorials on Why We Catfish. If you have
a short story related to why you catfish,
you may submit it for consideration and
publication in a future issue of CatfishNow.
Send submissions of 500 words or less
and one or two photos to Ron Presley at
presleyr@bellsouth.net.

- Joseph Dennis
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CATFISH CALENDAR
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT

17th - 18th
18th
18th
18th
18th
18th
18th
18th - 19th
19th
19th
24th - 25th
25th
25th
25th
25th
25th - 26th
26th
1st
1st
1st
1st
6th - 8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th - 9th
8th - 9th
9th

CABELA’S LING KAT
CATFISH MAFIA
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL2
JKV CATFISHING
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TRI-STATE KATS
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CLUB
CABELA’S KING KAT
CATFISH COUNTRY
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
HOLD’EM HOOK
KERR LAKE MADKATTERS
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
ICATS
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL2
JKV CATFISHING
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
TRI-STATE KATS
MISSISSIPPI RIVER Monsters
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
CATFISH MAFIA
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACKS
FISHIN BLUES
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CLUB

MISSISSIPPI RIVER
GOLDSBORO
HOOVER RESERVOIR
OHIO RIVER/DUFFYS LANDING
HOPEWELL MARINA
TANNERS CREEK
SIOUX CITY
KALAMAZOO RIVER
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
RULO
OHIO RIVER
RIVERSIDE BOAT RAMP
WAVERLY
DITTO LANDING
STAUNTON VIEW BOAT RAMP
CALAMUS LAKE
MISSOURI RIVER
HOOVER RESERVOIR
OHIO RIVER
BUFFALO
SIOUX CITY
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
BIG SIOUX
LONG LEVEL/NIGHT
FLORENCE
FT COBB
LAKE WYLIE
Golson Boat Launch /Saginaw
PERRY LAKE
INDIAN CAVE
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SUPER EVENT
CLUB
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB #7
CLUB
TRAIL/EVENT #9
CLUB
CLUB
SUPER EVENT
CLUB/DOUBLE ENTRY FEE
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
OLIVARIS-FURCATUS/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
EVENT
FALL CLASSIC
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
FLATHEAD DERBY
CLUB
CLUB

Fishing’s Future
Reaches
1 Million
Participants
Spreading angling education and promoting the growth of fishing and boating

An important milestone in aquatic
education took place July 28, 2018, in

Indianapolis, Indiana, at Fort Benjamin Harrison
State Park. Fishing’s Future, a national 501(c)
(3) organization, celebrated and recognize its
1,000,000th participant attending an angling
education Family Fish Camp. Fishing’s Future
was founded by Shane Wilson in 2007 to
reconnect families to nature and strengthen
family bonds and relationships. He is now the
company’s president.

The Family Fishing Camps tackle a variety
of subjects aimed at reconnecting families
to nature.
“I never dreamed of reaching 1,000,000
individuals when I started Fishing’s Future,”
Wilson said. “I am excited and humbled to
have helped so many share in the joy of the
natural world through an educational program
that gets families outdoors and fishing.”
Wilson grew up in central Indiana and
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CATFISH KIDS

began fishing at an early age. His fondest
memories were of spending time with his
grandfather fishing after church and on family
fishing vacations. As he grew, he noticed that as
the pace of society accelerated, quality family
time declined. Technology, double income
homes and many other factors all played a
role in decreasing the time that parents were
spending with their children. To counter this
trend, Fishing’s Future was founded to create
quality fishing opportunities coupled with solid
fundamental angling education.
The sole focus of Fishing’s Future
is angling education. Interest in the sport
naturally grows with education and exposure.
To paraphrase an old saying, “Give a kid a
fish, feed him for a day … teach him to fish
with his family and they’ll create a lifetime of
memories together.”
The mission of Fishing’s Future is to:
·Strengthen family bonds
·Reconnect families with nature
·Engage environmental stewardship
·Increase recreational fishing

Volunteers share their passion for fishing
with kids. The results of their efforts are
obvious by the smile on their faces.
The organization’s success it built on
volunteerism and the dedicated individuals
who love the sport of fishing and are willing to
nurture that passion in others. By opening new
chapters in different communities, Fishing’s
Future has spread across America and has
established a footprint in the United Kingdom.
Local individuals who wish to join
Fishing’s Future and open a new chapter
must first become a certified volunteer within
their home state and pass a background
check. Interested individuals should visit
www.fishingsfuture.org or the Fishing’s Future
Facebook page for more information.
“This accomplishment did not happen by
mistake”, states Wilson. “We have hundreds
of volunteers who spend thousands of hours
in preparation, holding events and cleaning up
after an event only to go out and do it again.
Sponsors like Zebco, Recreational Boating
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CATFISH KIDS
and Fishing Foundation, Seaguar, Magic Bait,
SunSect, AFTCO, Eagle Claw, Plano, Temple
Fork Outfitters, Cabela’s Outdoor Fund, Bass
Pro Shops, Tenkara USA, Comal Tackle, Buff,
Pure Fishing, and a host of independent bait
and tackle shops across the country, along
with countless donations from individuals
and families have allowed Fishing’s Future to
flourish in its mission over the past 11 years.”
“Reaching our one millionth angler could
never have happened if not for the generosity
and commitment to give back to others what
was once received from someone else — the
gift of fishing.”

“The sole focus of
Fishing’s Future is
angling education.”

For more information email
shane@fishingsfuture.org.
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CATFISH CLUBS

Corrections or additions contact us at catfishnow.com

CLUB
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
CABELA’SKING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
CAROLINA ANGLERS TEAM TRAIL C.A.T.T
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
CATFISH CONFERENCE
CATFISH COUNTRY
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CATFISH MAFIA
CATHUNTERS ASSOC. OF THE SOUTH C.A.T.S.
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK CATFISHING
FISHIN BLUES
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2
GET-N-HOOKED
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
ICATS
INDIANA CATFISH
J.K.V. CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS
MONSTERS ON THE OHIO
OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
OHIO VALLEY RIVER CATS
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE CATFISH TOURNAMENT
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TRI STATE KATS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TUG-N-JUGS
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS
WHISKY CITY CATFISH CLUB
WICKED WHISKER TOURNAMENT TRAIL
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FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK

Tournament Results

JULY 14th

CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
MO RIVER

1. Bradley Young/Tom Holtman/Trey
Holtman
2. Brad Kilpatrick/Kevin Brown
3. Brian Saunders/Boomer Wilson
4. Chris Thompson/Brice Benson
5. Danny Mayer/Derek Allen

151.55
128.15
123.6
104.6
102.1

BIG FISH
1. Bradley Young/Tom Holtman/Trey
Holtman

JULY 14th

89.05

CATFISH COUNTRY
AUGUSTA

1. Jamie McCarty/Terry Moore
2. Shannon Dotson/John Baker
3. Randy Bentley/Carl Day

33.1
26.6
21.8

BIG FISH
1. Jamie McCarty/Terry Moore

JULY 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

12.85

CATFISH MAFIA
CONOWINGO

Steve Fraddosio
Simon O’Leary
John Berrell
Craig Pryor
Randy Foltz

47.6
46.2
45.8
40
38.2

BIG FISH
1 . Simon O’Leary

JULY 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

33.2

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
CATARACT

MJ/Terry
Ron/George
Brent/RL
Starkey/Slater
James/Bradley

49.7
38.3
29.6
29.5
25.7

BIG FISH
1. MJ/Terry

35.9
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Tournament Results
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION

JULY 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KEOKUK

Tim Grather/Kyle Johnson
Buddy Weisenburger/Craig Simler
Doug Rice/Dalton Brown
Calvin Myer/Anne Myer
Matt Marshall/Phil Brown

76.05
73085
60.65
58.8
34.6

BIG FISH
1. Tim Grather/Kyle Johnson

45

WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS

JULY 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ASHPORT LANDING

Scott Mathis/James Robert Hemby
Jeff Kirkpatrick/Justin Russell
Danny Hartsfield/Todd Parmenter
Barry Wilson/Joe Hardy
Chris Peyton/Mike Conrad/Chad Smith

87.4
66.93
63.89
50.51
33.9

BIG FISH
1. Scott Mathis/James Robert Hemby

JULY 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

38.01

MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
MAPLE RIVER

Josh Hall/John Hall
Lloyd/Tony
Brent/Rich/Ron
Adam/Caleb/Billy
Tim Staggs

40
37.3
22.5
16.8
7.6

BIG FISH
1. Josh Hall/John Hall

JULY 18th

22.1

RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
NORTH LANDING

1. Dustin Casmey/Troy Weber
2. Elise Stannard/Jason Kalt
3. Trevoe Lunski/Andrew Avers

32.59
28.34
28.07

BIG FISH
1. Elise Stannard/Jason Kalt

18.34
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Tournament Results
GET-N-HOOKED

JULY 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SOONER

Thomas Gang
Horton
Kraken Kats
Kansas Drifters
Sleeping Dawg

78.46
36.2
25.98
23.84
23

BIG FISH
1. Thomas Gang

42.26

FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2

JULY 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HOOOVER RESERVOIR

Joe Hatfield/Kyle Gibney
Shane Henderson/Amanda Johnson
Shawn Dauphin/Terry Brown
Scott Pangborn/Cory Buttel
David Funk/Chris Macri

43.8
30.6
30.4
23.8
21.4

BIG FISH
1. Joe Hatfield/Kyle Gibney

23.6

ICATS

JULY 21st - 22nd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DES MOINES RIVER

Cody Keyes/Clint Crawford
Colby/Tyson/JD
Buchanan/Triplett/Buchanan
Aaron/Mark/Tyler
Michael Lawson/Amanda Lawson

78.4
61
60
55.2
53.2

BIG FISH
1. Cody Keyes/Clint Crawford

25.4

MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL

JULY 21st - 22nd

ST JOE RIVER

1. Kenny Bach/Sam Kirk/Sean Leaply
2. Lloyd Tanner/Tony Borowski
3. John Frost/Rusty Eastman
4. Tim Staggs/Mydalis Wendell
5. Adam Weigold/George Glidden/Kaleb
Thomason

61.9
50.5
40.1
29.7
17.4

BIG FISH
1. Kenny Bach/Sam Kirk/Sean Leaply

41.8
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Tournament Results
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE

JULY 25th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LAFAVE PARK

Hartwis/Weber
Haskins/Haskins
Weber/Casmey
Novak/Novak
Patterson/Grzazleleski

68.22
63.84
61.36
59.17
59.08

BIG FISH
1. Dorsch/Hager

7.23

CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS

JULY 28th

GLASGOW

1. Gary Taylor/Devan Harvey
2. Cody Thompson/Noah Shannon/Carter
Thompson
3. Curt Bennett/Dustin Hunt
4. Brian Saunders/Eric Harmon
5. Jered Harmon/Brad Harmon

115.13
86
61.07
37.08
36.13

BIG FISH
1. Cody Thompson/Noah Shannon/Carter
Thompson

54

BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS

JULY 28th

SPRINGFIELD LAKE

1. Jeremy Ertman/Bryce Ertman/Isaiah
Ouverson
2. Troy Hemmelrick/Jerrod Henrich
3. Dick Henrichsen/John Orr
4. Darrell Carter
5. Mike Gray/Bob Gray

37.03
30.04
28.06
26.07
26.06

BIG FISH
1. Jeremy Ertman/Bryce Ertman/Isaiah
Ouverson

14.08

CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES

JULY 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

JOHN REDMOND

Neufield/Postier
Heckathorn/Heckathorn/Heckathorn
Walters/Thurston
Chau/Diepenbrock
Kuhlman/Kuhlman

64.05
61.5
54.7
54.4
51.45

BIG FISH
1. Kuhlman/Kuhlman

19.55
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Tournament Results
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL

JULY 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DITTO LANDING

Shane Holz/Brian Tardo
Lisa Gail Haraway/Terry
JR Hall
Wayne Reed
Michael Clark

83.5
80.8
77.5
76.8
56.9

BIG FISH
1. Lisa Gail Haraway/Terry

57.1

TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION

JULY 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KUTCHIES

Jeff Brown/Diane Brown
Tyler Sapp/Danielle Hale
Tommy Walsh/Kenny Luttrell
Mike Flaherty/Kate Destri
Tim Walsh/Rhonda Cooper

48.1
45.9
43.95
38.7
36.7

BIG FISH
1. Steve Pohlmeier/Jenny Pohlmeier

11.95

JKV CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
SERIES

JULY 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TROY IN

Andrew Haun/Nick Haun
Andrew Sandage
Danver Garrett/Joe Garrett
Bruce Hupp/Ben Grabber
Josh Vanover/Tony Weathers

67.55
59.6
54.8
52.65
49.85

BIG FISH
1. Bruce Hupp/Ben Grabber

42.2

CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT
TRAIL

AUGUST 4th

OHIO RIVER

1. Jerry Ischcomer/Carey Cox
2. Casey Tutorow/Andrew Han
3. Dale Kerns/Greg Edwards
4. Tom Petrowski/Henry Neafus
5. Mike Mitchell/Jackson Mitchell/Rick
Sexton

99.1
93.5
85.04
82.98
77.88

BIG FISH
1. Mike Mitchell/Jackson Mitchell/Rick Sexton
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50.8

Tournament Results

AUGUST 4th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tournament Results
INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
LAKE MONROE

James Karger/Seth Parker
Terry Yoder
Justin Arhter/Robin/Steve
Terry Holding/MJ Wood
Darrin Frazee/Calvin

32.2
31.4
19.2
17.9
11.3

BIG FISH
1. Terry Yoder

AUGUST 5th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

27

TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
KUTCHIES

Dusty Bull/Tim Bastien
Mike Kuehl/Cassie Kuehl
Phil Johnson/Tyler Sapp
Joe Yuvan/Mike Yuvan
Ron King/Craig Simler/Buddy W

55.8
49.95
9.25
47.6
47.4

BIG FISH
1. Dusty Bull/Tim Bastien

13
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Enjoy nature when you fish

See ya’ next month
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